
Clan Beo WorkShop Q&A Exercise Notes 

 

Circle of Friends – Questions & Some Initial Thoughts 

The notes below record the thoughts that came from the discussion around the core questions 

raised by delegates attending the Clan Beo program for apprentice ‘Circle of Friends’ facilitators. 

Janet Klees and Jayne Barrett were involved as correspondents to the program by Skype and by 

email.  The notes are offered as an attempt to capture what went on during the final workshop. 

They should not be taken as the definitive views of either the delegates, contributors or guests 

who assisted on the night. Many thanks to Janet Klees and Jayne Barrett their her generosity in 

considering them so carefully. 

1. What if the focus person has no initial support network in their life? 

 Take your time and get clear about intention, contribution, interests and potential roles 

 Don’t expect smooth sailing  

 Many contacts we have in the community are sleepers – some detective work is often needed 

 Look to the past, the deep and distant past, everyone was a child sometime 

 Ex care supporters may be a good source of support 

 Let people out of services and they will click with a person if given a chance   

 Two or three foundational people might be good to start with, people who are ‘core allies’ and can 

be trusted and relied on. 

 Being part of a network means different things to different people – for some it’s being involved in 

every part of their lives, for others it’s just keeping an eye out  

 Start with neighbours and members of common interest groups (choir)  

 See about people coming round for ordinary kinds of things - a birthday party, a barbecue, a 

potluck  see who shows interest, and who do I think I could approach for another role. 

 

2. What if I ask a person into the circle too early? 

A different question might be whether you are asking for commitment too early on. Begin to ask 

for commitment on a smaller level - coming to the circle for 6 months to check it out, committing 

to picking up an important piece while the family is on vacation, etc.. 

 People come and go from our life – that’s normal 

 Every good circle includes time for food or drink, socializing, and just enjoying one another's 

company. Almost every person who agrees to come to a circle can enjoy this part of the process - it 

is never too early for this 

 A person could find that they have other ideas about what a Circle of Friends is about and could be 

uncomfortable with what’s going on 

 There should always be a chance for a person to come back if the lead person wants it 

 Remember a circle is not the only place where friends gather in a persons life 
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 Maybe concentrate on the focus person more to begin with, on what he or she wants or needs. Time 

for discovery, dreaming and reflection is important, rather than rushing in. 

 Do this without gate keeping, pressuring or influencing the focus person for or against certain 

people; ask open questions, not loaded questions, about why they want certain people in the circle.  

 One or two people is enough to start a circle, you can grow it from there. 

 The first 5 names are not necessarily the best to go with. 

 If you ask a person into a circle too early, the worst that could happen is that they would be 

overwhelmed and decide not to come back.  

 It is an idea for newcomers to come to the circle and be given an ‘observer’ role or a very limited 

expectation of how they can participate (e.g. we are looking for places that dog and animal lovers 

get together in the city and since you are a dog owner, we thought you might have some idea). 

 If you feel you have made a "mistake" in timing - just hold off any pressure until the comfort is 

greater. 

 Strive for an easygoing, comfortable atmosphere in circles or informal gatherings. There is not really 

much that a person could be "too early" for. 

 

3. What if you meet resistance from the people who the focus person wants to get 

 involved in their circle? 

 The circle is made of people who choose to be involved. 

 Sometimes a good move for a ‘key loved one’ is to move away to allow space for others  

 It’s better if the person asked is honest about whether they can get involved or not, rather than a 

half-hearted commitment.  

 You don’t want to damage the relationship and the positive connection that already exists. 

 The Circle concept or process is not for everyone. The times set do not work for everyone. The 

amount of time required does not work for everyone.  

 So people may not be interested or comfortable with the idea of getting together regularly with a 

group of people. People may not be available at the times set up that meet the needs of the current 

participants. People may not have enough extra time to meet regularly - or more importantly may 

not be able to have time alone with the person in typical ways as well as being a part of the circle. 

 The focus person needs to understand that there are many reasons that a person may not join their 

circle - and many of these reasons have nothing to do with them. This helps the focus person NOT 

to view the situation as one of rejection but as the result of real life. Our job is to frame this correctly. 

 The ‘ask’ should be coming with the authority of the focus person and should be done in such a way 

as to respect and protect both. 
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4. What if I have to ask a person to leave the circle? 

Whose decision would it be for the person to leave the circle - the focus person, a majority of members, a 

mutual consensus? I cannot really imagine a circle where this is the facilitator's dilemma alone. These 

things are best worked out with others. 

Why would you have to ask a person to leave the circle? Because...They are not respectful? They advocate 

harmful practices? They don't believe in inclusion? They do not allow the group dynamics to unfold? None 

of these are too likely in the long run. Often people will figure it out for themselves if their ideas, 

suggestions are not taken up, if their actions are questioned, if their chatter is asked to stop, etc 

 Talk outside the group if there are problems or personal/ personality conflicts (this kind of ‘ask’ 

maybe for the facilitator to do) 

 The decision needs to come from the focus person and their key loved one 

 Consider thinking about ‘leaving the circle’ and ‘stepping back from the circle’ as different things 

 Go back to the ‘intention’ always and how a member can contribute to that “inevitable aspiration” 

in the collective work of the circle  

 There are always other ways that they may have that involvement with a person 

 The Circle of Friends is an intentional network – a type of social technology – it in no way has a 

monopoly on the contexts within which the act of friendship is exercised 

 

5. How do we ask for help ourselves if we are struggling? 

You will always be struggling - the work is a bit of a struggle at all times. Keep talking about all 

aspects of the struggle - are these the right people, enough people, reliable people, creative 

people, active people, people with the right values, and more? Always talk with each other about 

what seems to be working, but keep yourself honest about your fears and worries. 

 

 

6. What are the key skills/values and attitudes for facilitating a circle of support? 

 The facilitator is a note-taker, a resource finder, supports other people’s relationships, not the 

relationship of the facilitator and focus person 

 Lets quieter people have a voice, not letting individuals dominate and being able to draw people 

out (sows seeds and waters opportunities) 

 A vision builder and wants to know what people want to achieve for their own lives, lifestyle 

opportunities that will suit them rather than what’s expected, pre-defined. 

 Someone who doesn’t think they have all the answers 

 A strong sense of social justice  

 A good listener is important 

 Knows when to step forward and step back  
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 A good supporter of relationships (relationship and roles build together) 

 Lives geographically close to the person  

 Multitasker, busy looking for other ways of doing things 

 Explores with a person and their personal allies the ‘dignity of risk’. 

 

7. What if the person I’m assisting wants somebody in the circle that I feel is a 

negative/disruptive force in their life? 

 Different people have different ideas about who is good for a person to have in their life 

 Best interests are not always the same as expressed choice 

 In certain decisions it may be a higher order issue of the person’s best interest rather than choice 

and need a wider range of life experience and competency  

 Help the person to move forward in their life based on their aspirations. Go back to the original 

intention.  

 Ask first;”Who is their most important ally, or ‘key loved one’?  

 The facilitator and key loved one act as gatekeepers and practice discernment to identify and 

invite good people into an intentional circle –Always go back to the intention 

 A person does not have to be in a circle to be in a persons life 

 Decisions in any part of our lives are made alongside the important people in our lives 

 This can be an issue as a circle gathers some momentum and becomes visible 

 Being open about this means being open about the assumptions we hold about a person and how 

we see their capacity   

 The network or circle creates a group of ‘good people’, people you respect and whose advice you 

trust and who can work with other circle members. The focus person may not always make good 

choices.  

  

8. What if the person does not want to have a circle? 

 Very few people do not have some type of circle of support or friends – Some are not comfortable 

with either the setting or the degree of formality  

 The challenge is sometimes to find how a person can be comfortable in the presence of others 

where they are the focus 

 It needs to kept social and personal (formal is always a drag) 

 This always challenges us to keep natural supports natural and keep friendship first 

 

9. When is it a good time to spotlight conflicts between circle members? (at a meeting or in 

‘one on ones’ outside a meeting) 

 It is the facilitators business to know all the people in the Circle, however it is not the job of a 

facilitator to mediate 
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 It is rare that people cannot work things out together 

 Stick to the intention, leave any personality clash outside the room 

 Good groups work where all the contributions are heard 

 Make sure that people have time to enjoy themselves and each others company – keep it social  

 Any circle of friends anywhere that becomes a ‘battle ground’ is doomed 

 

 

10.  What if I don’t get on with the person I’m assisting?  

 There’s no SOP or performance criteria for establishing a ‘good fit’ or a ‘click’ between two people   

 1st three months are for the facilitator and focus person to get to know each other 

 There are ups and downs in any relationship – the opportunity in the ‘down’ time is to use it to 

figure out what the boundaries are and the reason for the relationship in the first place 

 It’s not the job of the facilitator to be a friend – if that is what they are they should consider 

quitting their job and being just that – a friend 

 Ideally the two should get on but what is more important is honesty about the relationship and a 

focus on the intention 

 If not getting on is not helping the Circle of Friends either form in the first place or function on an 

ongoing basis the personal allies should be spotting this from the outset and know that they can  

and must act in the interests of their pal 

 A paid person can always be fired 

 

 

11. What if you meet resistance from the people who the focus person wants to get involved 

in their circle? 

 Find the right ‘ask’ , respect the person who you are asking 

 Always leave room for another type of contribution 

 The ask at the beginning of a conversation may not be the same as the ‘ask’ at the end of the 

conversation 

 You are asking for a contribution, not a favour. 

 You are looking for shared interests, and a structure to support the connection. 

 The language you use is important – cut out jargon if possible. 

 Most people won’t have heard of a ‘circle of support’ so you could just say ‘a group of friends to 

support her and be involved in her life’. 

 Prepare the focus person for the possibility that that the person asked might say ‘no’ and explain 

that there are reasons why people might say no that have nothing to do with him. 

 
  

MORE FROM JANET KLEES - ‘So You Want To Build a Circle’ in - Our Presence Has Roots (2005)  
WEBSITES:  www.legacies.ca    or www.deohaeko.com 

MORE FROM JAYNE BARRETT - http://www.clp-sa.org.au/content/circles-initiative 

http://www.legacies.ca/
http://www.deohaeko.com/

